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Virginia Tech "Michael" Team Solution - OMNI Connect
	

Image:  Illustration of wristband connecting wirelessly to iPhone   

OMNIconnect is a Bluetooth wrist accessory for a smartphone, incorporating geo-tracking and trend learning to   
enhance its effectiveness in guiding Michael through his day. The smartphone display uses large, familiar application   
icons focused around reminders and messages, with access to additional detail though a swipe-down menu.  Michael   
can check off completed tasks and add new information with physical or voice commands.  

A website dedicated to Michael's phone enables his parents to help him stay on schedule by monitoring Michael's   
location and daily schedule and connecting with him through text messaging. As Michael gains independence with the   
use of OmniConnect, he can start to add and delete information to his own schedule.  

Persona Michael: 

Michael is a 16 year old student who sustained a brain injury from a car accident.  He has significant hearing loss that 
now seems permanent, but his difficulties with memory, attention, and completing complex tasks are easing somewhat. 
It's unknown whether and when he might improve further. 

In the controlled environment of home, Michael is fairly independent, but sometimes even simple, familiar tasks are 
challenging.  His parents worry about his abilities to handle large and busy public locations where he's spending more 
time with his friends.  They realize that Michael needs to learn how to handle situations like these on his own.  Last 
year, Michael's parents bought him a smartphone, hoping it might help him use public transportation and navigate 
around the community on his own.  But maps and transportation schedules are meaningless to Michael when he forgets 
why and where he is going. 

Since his poor hearing makes voice communication very difficult over the phone, Michael has found texting the most 
practical way to keep in touch with friends.  However, his parents' older phones make texting laborious for them, and 
they'd prefer to just talk with him.  Michael often returns home with several unanswered voicemail messages and 
ignored reminders.  His parents find themselves transcribing these messages and leaving them on Post-It notes in his 
room, an old technique they'd hoped to leave behind. 

Michael also sometimes misplaces his phone, leaving his parents to worry why they can't reach him.  They have had to 
replace the phone twice so far, and they're wondering if having an expensive smartphone and monthly service is a 
waste. 



 
  
  

  
 

 
  

Internet capability and location awareness are becoming common in wireless telecommunication devices.  Attending 
to and managing the steady stream of information to and from these devices can be challenging to any user.  Young 
parents juggling family and job responsibilities, working students, and workers taking advantage of flexible schedule 
and workplace options, the benefits and challenges of wireless technologies are not so different from those facing 
people with cognitive limitations like Michael. 
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